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HOST CHARACTER LIST – EXPANSION PACK #1 
4 optional and all gender flexible.   

 
CHARACTER NAME & 

OCCUPATION BRIEF BIO SUGGESTED ATTIRE 

 
Jules Eisner 

CEO, Walt Destiny 
Company 

 
OPTIONAL 
PLAYER 

From green-lighting hit movies to giving stamps 
of approval on new television shows, book 

releases, and amusement parks, Jules Eisner is 
one of the most influential people in the world. 

Destiny is an American diversified multinational 
mass media and entertainment conglomerate 

headquartered in Beverly Hills, California.  

Plaid suit of any kind for either 
gender.  
 
Men: Slicked back, ‘90s style 
hair.  
Women: Hair in a top bun.  

Robin Ovitz 
Chairman, Creative 

Talent Agency 
(CTA) 

 
OPTIONAL 
PLAYER 

Robin Ovitz has signed over 700 of Hollywood’s 
biggest stars by promising a speed track to fame 
and fortune like no other agency in the world can 
guarantee. Robin is shamefully rich and powerful. 
Robin can demand ridiculous amounts of money 
from movie studios, as s/he represents the talent, 

the directors, and the writers. Robin refers to 
these movie deals as the Big Bang Blockbuster 

packages.  

Plaid suit of any kind for either 
gender.  
 
Men: Slicked back, ‘90s style 
hair.  
Women: Hair in a top bun. 

Campbell Ebert 
Film Critic 

 
OPTIONAL 
PLAYER 

Campbell Ebert is the most influential movie critic 
in history. With a television show watched by 
over four million viewers, Campbell has the 

power to kill a film. For that reason, it’s rumored 
that Campbell has amassed an exceptional 

fortune from the bribes for good reviews.   

Men: Solid tee/turtleneck 
under an oversized blazer. 
 
Women: Trendy ‘90s attire, 
such as a short plaid suit. 

Salem Powell 
General, US Army 

 
OPTIONAL 
PLAYER 

Salem Powell is a professional soldier, having 
held various command and operations positions 
until rising to the rank of General in 1989.  Salem 

is a war veteran and served a White House 
Fellowship under President Nixon in the ‘70s. In 
the early ‘90s, General Powell served as the 12th 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and had 
oversight of over thirty military crises.    

US Army General costume.   

 
 


